Story-processing systems have to deal, or avoid dealing, with INFERENCE CONTROL ''6' Ii, 13.
Introduction
The allusiveness of human languages, in addition to being quite convenient in social life, justifies the use of variable amounts of i n t e 1 -1 i g e n c e in processing a sentencer according to the number of reasoning steps leading to a position where a satisfactory reaction be-,14 comes possible, like "to redefine 'substance when reading Spinoza". Let us represent a first step by "ERC" i.e.
"an expression is related to a content ''1, which Barthes calls the denotation: the second reasoning step will be represented in the connotation formula: " (ERC) RC".
It does not determine exactly where the reasoning step leads to: if we write E's content as C(E), we may have quite general connotations like ("cheese"RC("cheese"))RC("english") as opAs a beginning we made an attempt to express this in AI terms by writing a program, BAQUIL, which finds the connotations with structure(E I RCi, E2RC2)RC in a recursive way. The interest of such connotations can be shown by15:
.a doctor asks:"how is he feeling ?"
.the nurse answers:"he is groaning."
where the nurse means, by connotation,that the patient is suffering: ("groaning" RC("groaning")
RC("suffering)), but our understanding is directed by the previous interrogation, so that the definitive result we expect from our system will be ("feeling"RC("feeling"), "groaning"RC("groaning") )RC("suffering"). This result shall be reached by consulting a semantic network and observing that 'groaning' is not exactly a case of 'feeling', but an expression of it. Thus " the nurse means he is suffering" is both a connotation and an inference, and seemingly a useful one: compare with Charniak's 6 "demon-demon in- Their object is to tell whether an inference must be started, or not.
C1 the predicates differ only by a negation in one of them (i.e. same environment, verb etc.
and none was inferred.)
C1 Confucius is handsome, Confucius is not handsome (in which case 'handsome' need not be a priori present in the lexicon.).
C2 similar to C1 but there is a hyponymy between the verbs.
C2 Confucius is horrible, Confucius is not ugly.
C3 lexical exclusion between the verbs of two affirmative predicates.
C4 transgression of lexical interdiction, or lexical necessity ignored.
C5 C1, C2 or C3 applies and the first predicate expresses an inference.
C3 Confucius is rich, Confucius is broke.
C4 Confucius is human and flies away. (interdiction)
Confucius flies away, he does not exist.
(necessity)
C5 the systeminferred Confucius is lying, the story reveals he is joking (like C3).
C6 a predicate confirms an inference.
C7 a predicate confirm a discarded inference.
(this occurs after a C5 situation led to the application of the relevant inference rule. ) C6 in the situation above, Lao-tsu says that
Confucius is lying BEFORE the story disconfirms it.
C7 Lao-tsu's remark comes AFTER the revision of the inference.
The predicate or 'notation' structure, which permits the comparison, is (affirmat.-or-neg., case frame, char. descr.)
and the connotation has the same structure augmented by reference to premises ( 2, 3 or a list of pairs if an inference has been confirmed.)
The lexicon element has following slots in its structure:
(list of subcategories, are-they-mutually-exclusive-or-not, supercategory, property list) and the property list contain references to other lexical elements.
--231- R3 and R5, which connect the inference with a previously observed detail, are "causality"
rules: in addition to references to the two premises whose comparison started it, the inference has one reference to the predicate that justified the choice of a more precise verb like 'fiction' or 'joke'.
A difficulty (which we provisionnally avoided)
is that some lexical connections could repre- R5 if the verb of a hypothesis is connected to its character's name by a 'tendency' link, the hypothesis is selected.
RULES APPLIED: C4 "lexical necessity"
R3 "topic"
R6 if a character's discourse matches an inference, BAQUIL checks whether the character is clever or has made a lucky guess etc.
R5 "tendency"
C3 "lexical exclusion"
R71if the story-telling contradicts an inferenand~ce, the inference is 'discarded'; if the R8Ydiscarded inference is matched by a discourse, one looks for an 'error' or 'trick' etc. 
